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In [13] Mazet proved the following result.
If U is an open subset of a locally convex space E then there exists a complete locally

convex space ^(U) and a holomorphic mapping 5U:U^(S(U) such that for any complete
locally convex space F and any / e%C{U\F), the space of holomorphic mappings from U
to F, there exists a unique linear mapping 7}: ^(U)—* F such that the following diagram
commutes;

U - ^ F

u\ A

The space ^(U) is unique up to a linear topological isomorphism. Previously, similar
but less general constructions, have been considered by Ryan [16] and Schottenloher [17].

Recently Mujica and Nachbin [15] obtained a new proof of Mazet's result and gave
;several consequences. They also constructed a dense subspace %(U) of ^(U) in the
following manner; if M is a finite dimensional subspace of E and iM is the canonical
embedding of U (~\ M in U, then du°iM £$?(£/Tl A/; ^(l/)) and hence there exists a
unique linear mapping YlM such that the following diagram commutes.

UDM ^ ^ » G(U)

G(UHM)

The same construction yields a canonical method of identifying ^(U D M) with a sub-
space of ^(U n N) for M and N finite dimensional subspaces of E with M c N and hence
U n ^ C ^ t / n M)) is a subspace of $(£/)• Mujica and Nachbin called this subspace %(£/)
A-/

and obtained a number of results connecting linear properties of %(U) and holomorphic
properties of U. In the process they posed two problems (see Example 10) which we show
to have negative answers. Our method is to restrict ourselves to the study of holomorphic
functions on fully nuclear spaces with a basis and to use the known structure of such
spaces (see [4,5,9,11,12] and [10, Chapters 5 and 6]). In this way we obtain a positive
result in the spirit of Mujica and Nachbin [15] but with a strictly weaker hypothesis on
more specialized spaces and this immediately leads to the desired counterexamples.
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We refer to Dineen [10] for basic results in infinite dimensional holomorphy and to
Horvath [12] for the theory of locally convex spaces. A recent comprehensive study of
barrelled spaces can be found in [6] and Chapter 12 of this book discusses the various
holomorphic properties we study in Section 2.

In Section 1 we give the required background information and prove some results
about holomorphic functions that may be of independent interest. In Section 2 we prove
our main results.

1. Let U denote an open subset of a locally convex space E over the complex
numbers C, and let X(U) denote the space of C-valued holomorphic functions on U. A
subset 2F of X(U) is said to be locally bounded if for each point x in U there exists a
neighbourhood Vx of JC, Vx c U, such that

If 'Y = (V,,),7_i is an increasing open cover of U we let

Wr(U) = {fe %(U): \\f\\v,,«x for all n)

and we endow %V{U) with the topology generated by the semi-norms ||. H .̂ Each #?,•((/)
is a Frechet space and, since holomorphic functions are locally bounded, we have

We denote by TA the inductive limit topology on 3€(U) generated by fflr(U) as "V ranges
over all possible increasing countable open covers of U. Hence

Since each locally bounded subset of $?(£/) is contained and bounded in some $?,(£/) it
follows that the locally bounded subsets of dK{U) are Th-bounded. The T(>-bounded
subsets of ffl(U) are locally bounded if U is an open subset of a Frechet space, a Qi&'M
space, a strict inductive limit of Frechet-Montel spaces which admits a continuous norm
or an open compact surjective limit of St&M spaces [1,5, 7,8,9,10,14]. The converse is
not true in general, ([1,5,8,14]). The following proposition gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for this to be the case.

PROPOSITION 1. The following are equivalent:
(a) the Tf, bounded subsets of dK{U) are locally bounded,
(b) lim 3€r(U) is a regular inductive limit,

(c) there exists a Hausdorff locally convex topology r on dK(U) such that the
T-bounded subsets of ffi(U) are precisely the locally bounded sets.

Proof. Clearly by the definitions of the rA topology and regular inductive limit we
have (a)O(b) and (a)=>(c). Thus to complete the proof it suffices to show (c)=>(a).
Suppose (c) is satisfied. Let rh denote the bornological topology associated with r. By our
hypothesis the rh bounded subsets of dK{U) are locally bounded and hence r,, 3= T,V If V is
an increasing countable open cover of U then the bounded subsets of %y(U) are locally
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bounded and, since dXv{U) is a Frechet space, the natural inclusion $f,(l/)—* ($?((7), rh)
is continuous. By the definition of the inductive limit topology it follows that the identity
mapping ($f(£/), Trt)—»(9€(U), xh) is continuous. Hence rrt > xh and thus xh = r,v Hence
(a) is satisfied and this completes the proof.

DEFINITION 2 [4]. A locally convex space E is fully nuclear if E and its strong dual E'r,
are both complete infrabarrelled nuclear spaces.

PROPOSITION 3 [11]. / / E is a fully nuclear space with basis then the monomials
{z'"}meNiN> form an unconditional equicontinuous basis for

PROPOSITION 4. / / E is a fully nuclear space with basis and the rrt bounded subsets of
%€{E) are locally bounded, then ($f(£), xn) is a Montel space.

Proof. As ($?(£), T,-,) is infrabarrelled it is necessary only to show that a locally
bounded set of holomorphic functions on E is T>, relatively compact. Let (/„.)„•«= r denote a
locally bounded net of holomorphic functions on E. By Montel's theorem (fn)aer contains
a subnet, which we may suppose is the original set, and which converges uniformly on
compact subsets of £ to a Gateaux holomorphic function /. By locally boundedness it
follows that / e "3t(E). By [10, Lemma 3.28] and the definition of the x,,, topology it
suffices to show that fn—*f as a—>™ uniformly on a neighbourhood of the origin.

Choose V an open polydisc neighbourhood of the origin such that sup,,. \\fa.\\v <oc-
By [10, Lemma 5.18] there exists an open polydisc neighbourhood W of the origin and a

* 1
sequence of positive real numbers <5 = (6,,),,, 6 , ,>1 , E - ^ < ° ° such that 6W c V. Let

i 6,,

fM)= X O ' " and f(z)= 2 amzm.
meN'N> meNIN>

By the above \\a«,z'"\\w < M18'" for all a and all m e N(N). Since/„.-»/as a--** it follows
that aZ,-mm as <*-»» for each m in N(N) and so ||a,,,z'"|lw ^ M/&" for all m in N(N).

Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Choose J', a finite subset of N(IN), such that

2M E ^ < e

and then choose a-,, such that ||a,7,z'" — a,,,z'"\\w <e/\J\ for m eJ and a>at). For a^alt

we have

\\f«-f\\w^Z\K,z'"-amz"l\\w+ 2 IK.*'"ll!v+ 2 \\a,,,z'"\\w
meJ meNiN'\J ,,,eNtN)\J

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 5. If E is a fully nuclear space with basis and B = 1 E a",z'" \ is a locally
bounded set of elements of %(E), then l'"eN'N> J n e r

B:=\ 2 bmz'";\bm\< sup K,\

is also locally bounded.
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Proof. Let K denote an arbitrary compact polydisc in E. Let W denote an open
subset of E such that K^W and sup \\f\\w = M(W)<<*>. By [10, Lemma 5.18] there

exists an open polydisc neighbourhood V of 0 in E and a sequence of positive real numbers

S = (6,,),,, <5,,>1 and E-r-<°°, such that S(K + V)cW. Hence, for all a e T and all
m e N(N) ' d"

Therefore, if \b,,,\ < sup \am\, we have

Since /C was arbitrary this implies that the elements of B are elements of #f(£) and
moreover are locally bounded. This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 6. Let E denote a fully nuclear space with basis and suppose the Th

bounded subsets of ffl(E) are locally bounded. Then (X(E), T,-,)^ has an absolute basis and
is a bornological Montel space.

Proof. By Proposition 4, {9€(E),x6)'p is a Montel space. If fe%(E), / =
E amz'", we let w'"(f) = a,,, for all m e N(N). If T e (%(E), T,,)' then, by Proposition 3,

we have

me N I N I

and {w'"}meN,N» is a weak basis for (# (£) , T«)'. If B = E fl^"1 is a r,, bounded
subset of Sif(£) and l'"eN'N' J

then, by Lemma 5, fi is also rrt bounded and B cfl . Hence, if 7 e (5if(£), rrt)', then

feB m

~ ZJ \' \ z ) \ \\w \\B-

This implies that

»I€N«N>

is in (H(E), x^'p and that, moreover, semi-norms of the form
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generate the topology of (H(E), T6)'P. Hence {w'"}meN(M is an absolute basis for
($f(£), T6)'f). To complete the proof it suffices, since ($f(£),Tv,)p is infrabarrelled, to
show that any mapping T:(X(E), r6)p—>C, which is bounded on bounded sets, is
continuous. Since ($f(£), r6)^, is quasicomplete and has an absolute basis it follow that if

then £ e'°mbmw'" also belongs to ($?(£), T6)'P for any choice of real scalars {0,,,}meN'N>-
mfN1"1

Hence £ \bmT(w'")\ <oo for any £ bmw'" e \X(E), rd)«. Let
racN1"1 mcsNlNI

S ( ^ 2 \bmT(w'")\< ll

By the above V is absorbing and it is clearly convex and balanced. Since the mappings

are continuous it follows that V is also closed. Since a Montel space is barrelled it follows
that V is a neighbourhood of zero in ($?(£), xb)'p and so the semi-norm

\m e N(N)

is continuous on (34f(£), Td)̂ j. Since

r( S bmwm) <

it follows that 7 is continuous and this completes the proof.

We now recall some properties of ^(U) from Mujica and Nachbin [15]. By definition

= {(}> £ 3€(Uy \(p is r() continuous on the locally bounded subsets of

Hence ($?({/), T,,)' C ^(U). If T is an increasing countable open cover of U then the
bounded subsets of %£r(U) are locally bounded and, moreover, by Montel's theorem are
T0-relatively compact. Hence, if (f> e ^(U), then (p is bounded on the bounded subsets of
$fr(£/) and hence is continuous when restricted to Xr(U). By the definition of the
inductive limit topology it follows that <}> is rA continuous and so

is endowed with the topology T> of uniform convergence on the locally bounded
subsets of $?((/). If we let i denote the inductive dual topology (see [3]), then the
mapping

in Mazet's theorem gives the following topological isomorphism.

PROPOSITION 7 [15]. {X(U), TA) = ^(t/),' and locally bounded subsets of X(U)
correspond to the equicontinuous subsets of both $(£/)' and %(U)'.
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2. Main results.

THEOREM 8. Let E be a fully nuclear space with basis. The following are equivalent.
(1) The Xf, bounded subsets of $f(£) are locally bounded.
(2) «(£) is bornological.
(3) <£(£) is barrelled.
(4) %)(E) is bornological.
(5) %(E) is infrabarrelled.

Proof. If any of the conditions (2), (3), (4) or (5) are satisfied for £ an arbitrary
locally convex space then, by Proposition 7 and the definition of infrabarrelledness, the
locally bounded subsets of $?(£) are the bounded subsets of a locally convex topology on
dK{E). By Proposition 1 this implies that (1) is satisfied.

Since 'S(E) is complete we always have (2)=>(3) and (4) => (5) =̂> (3). To complete
the proof we show (1)=>(2) and (1)4>(4).

Now suppose (1) is satisfied. By Proposition 4, ($f(£),rA) is a Montel space and
hence the closed locally bounded sets are T>,-compact. Since rrt a r,, it follows that the rrt

and T0 topologies agree on the locally bounded subsets of #?(£). Hence $(£) =
($?(£), Tf,)' and T, is the topology of uniform convergence on the TA bounded subsets of
2?(£). Hence («(£), T,) = (#?(£), Th)'p. By Proposition 6, (#?(£), rA)^ is bornological and
so (1)^(2) .

If m e N(N), then the linear functional w'" on $?(£) is supported by a finite
dimensional compact subset of £ and hence belongs to %(£). Hence {w'"},,,eN<N> is an

absolute basis for («„(£), r,). If B = < E tf,,w'"\ is a bounded subset of «(£), let

fl = f 2 ei0-bk
mw'"\ \J\ < oo,y c N(N), A e T, 0,,, e R } .

Then B is a bounded subset of %{E) and B c fi'S(£). Moreover, if / = E amz'" e
,) ' , then "'eN'N'

AeT AeT

(*)
and so C3(E), T,)'P = (%)(E), T,)^. Since ^(£) is barrelled, Proposition 7 now implies that
%(£) is infrabarrelled. Let T:%(£)-> C denote a linear functional which is bounded on

bounded sets. If B = E bx
mw'" is a bounded subset of •£(£), then

l»i€N<N> J A 6 r

p 2 | ( ) |
AeT m e N ' N i

Hence E \bm\ \T(w"')\«» for all E bmw"'e<S(E) and so T extends to a linear

functional on ^(£). Since ||r||f l ^ II^HB the extended mapping T is bounded on bounded
subsets of ^(£). Since ^(E) is bornological it follows that T is continuous. Hence %(£) is
bornological and (1)^>(4). This completes the proof.
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EXAMPLE 9. Let E = U £„, where each £„ is a SdS'Jf space with basis. The space £
11=1

is a fully nuclear space with basis and by [10, Proposition 6.27]) the rlv, and hence the rrt,
bounded subsets of ffl(E) are locally bounded. Hence the conditions in Theorem 8 are all
satisfied. Two particular cases are of interest.

(a) £, = C(N\ £, = C for i > 2; then £ = C(N) X CN.
(b) £, = i ' , where 5 is the space of rapidly decreasing sequences; then E = 3)' (the

space of distributions on R").

EXAMPLE 10. An open subset U of a locally convex space £ is said to be
holomorphically infrabarrelled if the r,, bounded subsets of S^(U) are locally bounded.
The set U is said to be holomorphically bornological if for any locally convex space F and
f:U—*F, Gateaux holomorphic and bounded on compact sets the function / is
holomorphic ([1]). If U is holomorphically bornological, then U is holomorphically
infrabarrelled and Mujica and Nachbin [15] show that

U holomorphically infrabarrelled^ %){U) is infrabarrelled
and

U holomorphically bornological ^>^0(t/) is bornological.

They ask if the converses are true. If £ = C(N) X CN then Theorem 8 implies that %(E) is
bornological. By [8, Proposition 3.2] the r,, and the T,,. bounded subsets of $f(£) do not
coincide. Hence £ is not holomorphically infrabarrelled and a fortiori not holomorphi-
cally bornological. Thus the space C(N) X CN provides negative answers to both questions
mentioned above. Note that the space 3)' is holomorphically infrabarrelled by [5,
Corollary 8].

REMARK 11. The space %){E), with £ a fully nuclear space with a basis, will not in
general be barrelled even if %(£) is bornological. If this were the case then Theorem 4.4
of [15] would imply that £ is holomorphically barrelled and, in particular, the r(l bounded
subsets of dK{E) would be locally bounded. By the previous example we see that
%(C(N) X CN) is bornological but not barrelled.
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